
Better* Practices for Names and Pronouns in the Classroom

Being a transgender student means that the simple act of being referred to can feel alienating and
invalidating, limit classroom participation, and/or signal a lack of acceptance to trans and
nonbinary students.

By adopting the following low-effort but high-impact practices, you can create a classroom
environment that is accessible to trans and gender diverse students and conducive to active
engagement and equal participation for all students. In addition, these practices facilitate easy
name memorization, enable phonetic guides and nicknames, and build community amongst
students.

These evidence-based guidelines were developed by trans students at Kenyon College, informed
by their own lived experience, in consultation with their professors, and in dialogue with the
extensive research on diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging for trans students in higher
education.

Ultimately, the aim is to make using preferred names and pronouns an easy experience by
making their explicit presence visually accessible in the classroom. Please reach out to
fishman1@kenyon.edu with any questions or ideas!

*We’ve opted for the term better practices rather than best practices to acknowledge the need for
further innovation and to keep the door open for future discussions.
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Practices Benefits

Introduce yourself with your pronouns - Sets a classroom standard for pronoun
respect (Emery 2021)

- Builds comfortability around the mention of
pronouns for trans students

Ask for a round of introductions with first name, last
name, and pronouns if comfortable

- Prevents deadnaming trans students
(Sinclair-Palm 2023)
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- Allows questioning students to disclose
when ready (Poore-Pariseau 2021)

- Uses the preferred names for all students
- Introduces students’ pronouns into your and

other students memory

During introductions, use last names to identify
changes to first names and build a roster* that reflects
the preferred names and pronouns of your students.

*In addition to creating your own, the registrar shares a roster
with updated preferred names and pronouns

- Allows students to correct roster issues
- Reaffirms standards for classroom

Consider sharing a google form* with students to
collect names, pronouns, and any other information.

*We’ve created a template you can use here! (Automatically
makes you a copy)

- Allows another opportunity for students to
correct roster issues

- Allows students to privately communicate
personal issues before they become
problems

Provide students with time and materials to create
name cards which prominently display* both their
name and pronouns. Use these throughout the
semester**

*Ask your students to dedicate half the space for names, and
half the space for pronouns, ensuring both are easily
accessible.

**Consistent use throughout the semester prompted by the
professor is ideal, but not always necessary for smaller
classes.

- Creates a constant visual reminder,
without a need to vigorously memorize

- Allows everyone to easily double-check
pronouns

- Facilitates easier classroom dialogue
(Cooper 2017)

- Builds classroom community (Cooper
2017)

Options for Lecture Hall Modifications (forward facing classroom arrangements):

After building a roster with preferred names and
pronouns, share a Google Doc copy with students

- Students can refer to the list to check, and
update when needed

If you use a seating chart, integrate updated roster
information and share it with the class.

(Do not include information other than a student's
preferred name and pronouns on the version of the
chart that you share with the class.)

- Shares similar purpose to name cards, but
overcomes logistical sight-line issues

- Gives a reference point for pronouns when
names are unknown

- (less useful for frequently changing class
arrangements)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1R66qycEmCITn3Ksl-fG_9MjU9KW8o-o0KnwrD1e6pnI/copy
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